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Abstract. This article describes a polynomial attack on the new multilinear map over the integers presented by Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi
at Crypto 2015 (CLT15). This version is a fix of the first multilinear
map over the integers presented by the same authors at Crypto 2013
(CLT13) and broken by Cheon et al. at Eurocrypt 2015. The attack
essentially downgrades CLT15 to its original version CLT13, and leads
to a full break of the multilinear map for virtually all applications. In
addition to the main attack, we present an alternate probabilistic attack
underpinned by a different technique, as well as an instant-time attack
on the optimized variant of the scheme.
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Introduction

Cryptographic multilinear maps are a powerful and versatile tool to build cryptographic schemes, ranging from one-round multipartite Diffie-Hellman to witness
encryption and general program obfuscation. The notion of cryptographic multilinear map was first introduced by Boneh and Silverberg in 2003, as a natural
generalization of bilinear maps such as pairings on elliptic curves [BS03]. However it was not until 2013 that the first concrete instantiation over ideal lattices
was realized by Garg, Gentry and Halevi [GGH13a], quickly inspiring another
construction over the integers by Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi [CLT13]. Alongside these first instantiations, a breakthrough result by Garg, Gentry, Halevi,
Raykova, Sahai and Waters achieved (indistinguishability) obfuscation for all
circuits from multilinear maps [GGH+ 13b]. From that point multilinear maps
have garnered considerable interest in the cryptographic community, and a host
of other applications have followed.
However this wealth of applications rests on the relatively fragile basis of only
three constructions of multilinear maps to date: namely the original construction over ideal lattices [GGH13a], the construction over the integers [CLT13], and
another recent construction over lattices [GGH15]. Moreover none of these constructions relies on standard hardness assumptions. In fact the first two constructions have since been broken for applications requiring low-level encodings of

zero, including the “direct” application to one-round multipartite Diffie-Hellman
[HJ15, CHL+ 15]. Thus building candidate multilinear maps and assessing their
security may be regarded as a work in progress, and research in this area has
been very active in recent years.
Following the attack by Cheon et al. on the [CLT13] multilinear map over
the integers, several attempts to repair the scheme were published on ePrint,
which hinged on hiding encodings of zero in some way; however these attempts
were quickly proven insecure [CGH+ 15]. At Crypto 2015, Coron, Lepoint and
Tibouchi set out to repair their scheme by following a different route [CLT15]:
they essentially retained the structure of encodings from [CLT13], but added a
new type of noise designed to thwart Cheon et al.’s approach. Their construction
was thus able to retain the attractive features of the original, namely conceptual
simplicity, relative efficiency, and wide range of presumed hard problems on
which applications could be built.
1.1

Our contribution

In this paper we propose a polynomial attack on the new multilinear map over
the integers presented by Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi at Crypto 2015 [CLT15].
The attack operates by computing the secret parameter x0 , and from there all
other secret parameters can be recovered via (a close variant of) Cheon et al.’s
attack [CHL+ 15].
In the optimized version of the scheme where an exact multiple of x0 is provided in the public parameters, the attack recovers x0 instantly. In the more
general non-optimized version of the scheme, the complexity of our polynomial
attack is very close to the security parameters for the concrete instances implemented in [CLT15], e.g. 282 for the 80-bit instance.
Moreover the attack applies to virtually all possible applications of the CLT15
multilinear map. Indeed, while it does require low-level encodings of zero, these
encodings are provided by the ladders given in the public parameters. In this
respect CLT15 is weaker than CLT13. A more detailed look at the impact of our
attack is provided in Section 1.3. Our attacks have been verified on the reference
implementation of CLT15.
As a secondary contribution, we also describe a probabilistic attack on CLT15,
with the same effect as our main attack. The probabilistic attack relies on finding
and exploiting divisors of the secret parameter v0 . While it is less simple than
the main attack, it offers a different approach to attacking the scheme.
1.2

Overview of the Attack

We begin by briefly recalling the CLT15 multilinear map (more precisely, graded
encoding scheme). The message space is Zg1 × · · · × Zgn for some small primes
g1 , . . . , gn , and (m1 , . . . , mn ) is encoded at some level k ≤ κ as:
r g + m 
i i
i
+ ax0
CRT(pi )
zk
where:
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(pi ) is aQsequence of n large primes.
x0 = pi .
CRT(pi ) (xi ) is the unique integer in (−x0 /2, x0 /2] congruent to xi modulo pi .
z is a fixed secret integer modulo x0 .
ri is a small noise.
a is another noise.
Encodings at the same level can be added together, and the resulting encoding
encodes the sum of the messages. Similarly encodings at levels i and j can be
multiplied to yield an encoding at level i + j of the coordinate-wise product of
the encoded messages. This behavior holds as long as the values ri gi + mi do not
go over pi , i.e. reduction modulo pi does not interfere. In order to prevent the
size of encodings from increasing as a result of additions and multiplications, a
ladder of encodings of zero of increasing size is published at each level. Encodings
can then be reduced by subtracting elements of the ladder at the same level.
The power of the multilinear map comes from the zero-testing procedure,
which allows users to test whether an encoding at the maximal level κ encodes
zero. This is achieved by publishing a so-called zero-testing parameter denoted
pzt ∈ Z, together with a large prime N  x0 . An encoding at the maximal level
κ may be written as:
X
e=
(ri + mi gi−1 mod pi )ui + ax0
Y

4
where ui = gi z −κ (p∗i )−1 mod pi p∗i with p∗i =
pj .
j6=i

That is, some constants independent of the encoding have been folded with the
4
CRT coefficients into ui . Now pzt is chosen such that vi = ui pzt mod N and
4
v0 = x0 pzt mod N satisfy |vi |  N and |v0 |  N . In this way, for any encoding
e of zero at level κ, since mi = 0, we have:
X
ri vi + av0  N
|epzt mod N | =
provided the noises ri and a are small enough. Thus, users can test whether e is
an encoding of zero at level κ by checking whether |epzt mod N |  N .
Integer Extraction. Our attack proceeds in two steps. As a first step,
P we define
the integer extraction procedure φ : Z → Z. In short, φ computes i ri vi + av0
over the integers for any level-κ encoding e (of size up to the largest ladder
element). Note that this value is viewed over the integers and not modulo N . If
e is “small”, then φ(e) = epzt mod N , i.e. φ matches the computation from the
zero-testing procedure.
If e is “large” on the other hand, then e would need to be reduced by the
ladder before zero-testing can be applied. However the crucial observation is that
φ is Z-linear as long as the values ri gi + mi associated with each encoding do
not go over pi . Thus e can be ladder-reduced into e0 , then φ(e0 ) = e0 pzt mod N
is known, and φ(e) can be recovered from φ(e0 ) by compensating the ladder
3

reduction using Z-linearity. In a nutshell, φ allows us to ignore ladder reductions
in equations appearing in the rest of the attack.
Recovering x0 . In the optimized variant of the scheme implemented in [CLT15],
a small multiple qx0 of x0 is given in the public parameters. In that case qx0
may be regarded as an encoding of zero at level κ, and φ(qx0 ) = qv0 . Since this
holds over the integers, we can compute q = gcd(qx0 , qv0 ) and then x0 = qx0 /q.
In the general case where no exact multiple of x0 is given in the public
parameters, pick n + 1 encodings ai at some level t, and n + 1 encodings of zero
bi at level κ − t. Note that ladder elements provide encodings of zero even if the
scheme itself does not. Then compute:
4

ωi,j = φ(ai bj ).
If we write ai mod v0 = CRT(pj ) (ai,j /z t ) and bi mod v0 = CRT(pj ) (ri,j gj /z κ−t ),
then we get:
X
ωi,j mod v0 =
ai,k rj,k vk mod v0 .
k

Similar to Cheon et al.’s attack on the CLT13 multilinear map, this equality can
be viewed as a matrix product. Indeed, let Ω denote the (n + 1) × (n + 1) integer
matrix with entries ωi,j , let A denote the (n + 1) × n integer matrix with entries
ai,j , let R denote the (n + 1) × n integer matrix with entries ri,j , and finally
let V denote the n × n diagonal matrix with diagonal entries vi . If we embed
everything into Z/v0 Z, then we have:
Ω = A · V · RT

in Z/v0 Z.

Since A and R are (n + 1) × n matrices, this implies that Ω is not full-rank
when embedded into Z/v0 Z. As a consequence v0 divides det(Ω). We can repeat
this process with different choices of the families (ai ), (bi ) to build another matrix
Ω 0 with the same property. Finally we recover v0 as v0 = gcd(det(Ω), det(Ω 0 )),
and x0 = v0 /pzt mod N .
Recovering other secret parameters. Once x0 is known, Cheon et al.’s
attack can be applied by taking all values modulo v0 , and every remaining secret
parameter is recovered, fully breaking the scheme.
1.3

Impact of the Attack

Two variants of the CLT15 multilinear map should be considered. Either a small
multiple of x0 is provided in the public parameters. In that case x0 can be
recovered instantly, and the scheme becomes equivalent to CLT13 in terms of
security (cf. Section 5.1). In particular it falls victim to Cheon et al.’s attack when
low-level encodings of zero are present, but it may still be secure for applications
that do not require such encodings, such as obfuscation. However the scheme is
4

strictly less efficient than CLT13 by construction, so there is no point in using
CLT15 for those applications.
Otherwise, if no small multiple of x0 is given out in the public parameters,
then ladders of encodings of zero must be provided at levels below the maximal
level. Thus we have access to numerous encodings of zero below the maximal
level, even if the particular application of multilinear maps under consideration
does not require them. As a result our determinant-based attack is applicable (cf.
Section 5.4), and we still recover x0 in polynomial time, albeit less efficiently than
the previous case. Moreover once x0 is recovered, encodings of zero provided by
the ladder enable Cheon et al.’s attack, and every secret parameter is recovered.
In summary, the optimized version of CLT15 providing a small multiple of x0
is no more secure than CLT13, and less efficient. On the other hand in the general
non-optimized case, the scheme is broken for virtually all possible applications
due to encodings of zero provided by the ladder. Thus overall the CLT15 scheme
can be considered fully broken.

1.4

Related Work

Another polynomial attack on CLT15 was discovered independently by Cheon,
Lee and Ryu (CLR), and published on ePrint in September 2015 [CLR15] (one
day before this paper). The impact of both attacks is the same, and their practical complexity is similar. Overall our main attack may be considered simpler,
but less direct in the sense that we first recover x0 (equivalently, v0 ).
In more detail, the CLR attack relies on integer extraction as well, which is
defined in the same manner. The second half of the attack is where it differs.
The CLR attack looks into the exact expression of the value a in the term
av0 appearing in integer extractions. This makes it possible to uncover a matrix
product similar to Cheon et al.’s original attack on CLT13, albeit a more complex
one. By contrast our attack treats the value a in av0 as a noise, which we get rid
off by recovering v0 and taking equations modulo v0 . Beyond differences in the
second part of the main attack, there are a few minor differences: for instance
we point out the instant attack using only integer extraction on the (much more
practical) optimized version of the scheme, and propose a second probabilistic
attack.

1.5

Organization of the Paper

For the sake of being self-contained, a presentation of multilinear maps and
graded encoding schemes is provided in Appendix A. The CLT15 construction
itself is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we recall Cheon et al.’s attack on
CLT13 since it serves as a follow-up to our attack once x0 is recovered, and shares
similar ideas. Readers already familiar with the CLT15 multilinear map can skip
straight to Section 5 where we describe our main attack. As an alternative to
the main attack, a probabilistic attack is given in Appendix D.
5

2

Notation
4

The symbol = denotes an equality by definition.
For n an integer, size(n) is the size of n in bits.
Modular arithmetic. The group Z/nZ of integers modulo n is denoted by Zn .
The notation “mod p” should be understood as having the lowest priority. For
instance, the expression a · b mod p is equivalent to (a · b) mod p.
We always view a mod p as an integer in Z. The representative closest to zero
is always chosen, positive in case of tie. In other words −p/2 < a mod p ≤ p/2.
Chinese Remainder Theorem. Given n prime numbers (pi ), we define p∗i as
in [Hal15a]:
Y
pj .
p∗i =
j6=i

Q
For (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Z , let CRT(pi ) (xi ) denote the unique integer in Z ∩ (− 12 pi ,
Q
1
pi ] such that CRT(pi ) (xi ) mod pi = xi mod pi , as per the Chinese Remain2
der Theorem.
It is useful to observe that for any (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Zn :
X
Y
CRT(pi ) (xi p∗i ) =
xi p∗i mod
pi .
(1)
n

i

3

i

Presentation of the CLT15 Multilinear Map

In order to make our article self-contained, a short introduction to multilinear
maps and graded encoding schemes is provided in Appendix A.
3.1

The CLT15 Multilinear Map over the Integers

Shortly after the multilinear map over ideal lattices by Garg, Gentry and Halevi
[GGH13a], another construction over the integers was proposed by Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi [CLT13]. However a devastating attack was published by
Cheon, Han, Lee, Ryu and Stehlé at Eurocrypt 2015 (on ePrint in late 2014).
In the wake of this attack, a revised version of their multilinear map over the integers was presented by Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi at Crypto 2015 [CLT15].
In the remainder of this article, we will refer to the original construction over
the integers as CLT13, and to the new version from Crypto 2015 as CLT15.
In this section we recall the CLT15 construction. We omit aspects of the
construction that are not relevant to our attack, and refer the reader to [CLT15]
for more details. The message space is R = Zg1 × · · · × Zgn , for some (relatively
small) primes gi ∈ N. An encoding of a message (m1 , . . . , mn ) ∈ Zg1 × · · · × Zgn
at level k ≤ κ has the following form:

r g + m
i i
i
mod
p
+ ax0
(2)
e = CRT(pi )
i
zk
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where:
–
–
–
–
–

The pi ’s are n large secret primes.
The rQ
i ’s are random noise such that |ri gi + mi |  pi .
x0 = i≤n pi .
z is a fixed secret integer modulo x0 .
a is random noise.
The scheme relies on the following parameters:
λ:
κ:
n:
η:
γ = nη :
ρ:

the
the
the
the
the
the

security parameter.
multilinearity level.
number of primes pi .
bit length of secret primes pi .
bit length of x0 .
bit length of the gi ’s and initial ri ’s.

Addition, negation and multiplication of encodings is exactly addition, negation and multiplication over the integers. Indeed, mi is recovered from e as
mi = (e mod pi ) mod gi , and as long as ri gi + mi does not go over pi , addition
and multiplication will go through both moduli. Thus we have defined encodings
and how to operate on them.
Regarding the sampling procedure from Appendix A.2, for our purpose, it
suffices to know that it is realized by publishing a large number of level-0 encodings of random elements. Users can then sample a new random element as
a subset sum of published elements. Likewise, the rerandomization procedure is
achieved by publishing a large number of encodings of zero at each level, and an
element is re-randomized by adding a random subset sum of encodings of zero at
the same level. The encoding procedure is realized by publishing a single level-1
encoding y of 1 (by which we mean (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zg1 × · · · × Zgn ): any encoding
can then be promoted to an encoding of the same element at a higher level by
multiplying by y.
Zero-testing in CLT13. We now move on to the crucial zero-testing procedure.
This is where CLT13 and CLT15 differ. We begin by briefly recalling the CLT13
approach.
In CLT13, the product x0 of the pi ’s is public. In particular, every encoding
can be reduced modulo
Q x0 , and every value below should be regarded as being
modulo x0 . Let p∗i = j6=i pj . Using (1), define:
4

pzt =

X  hi z κ
i≤n

gi


 h zκ

i
mod pi p∗i = CRT(pi )
p∗i mod pi
gi

mod x0 .

where the hi ’s are some relatively small numbers with |hi |  pi . Now take a
level-κ encoding of zero:
r g

i i
e = CRT(pi )
mod
p
mod x0 .
i
zκ
7

Since multiplication acts coordinate-wise on the CRT components, using (1)
again, we have:
X
4
ω = epzt = CRT(pi ) (hi ri p∗i ) =
hi ri p∗i
mod x0 .
i

Since p∗i = x0 /pi , as long as we set our parameters so that |hi ri |  pi , we have
|ω|  x0 .
Thus the zero-testing procedure is as follows: for a level-κ encoding e, compute ω = epzt mod x0 . Output 1, meaning we expect e to encode zero, iff the
ν most significant bits of ω are zero, for an appropriately chosen ν. In [CLT13],
multiple pzt ’s can be defined in order to avoid false positives; we restrict our
attention to a single pzt .
Zero-testing in CLT15. In CLT13, an encoding at some fixed level is entirely
defined by its vector of associated values ci = ri gi + mi . Moreover, addition and
multiplication of encodings act coordinate-wise on these values, and the value of
the encoding itself is Zx0 -linear as a function of these values. Likewise, ω is Zx0 linear as a function of the ri ’s. This nice structure is an essential part of what
makes the devastating attack by Cheon et al. [CHL+ 15] possible. In CLT15, the
authors set out to break this structure by introducing a new noise component a.
For this purpose, the public parameters include a new prime number N  x0 ,
with size(N ) = γ + 2η + 1. Meanwhile x0 is kept secret, and no longer part of
the public parameters. Encodings are thus no longer reduced modulo x0 , and
take the general form given in (2), including a new noise value a. Equivalently,
we can write an encoding e of (mi ) at level k as:
X

e=
ri + mi (gi−1 mod pi ) ui + ax0
(3)
i


4
with ui = gi z −k (p∗i )−1 mod pi p∗i .
That is, we fold the gi z −k multiplier of ri with the CRT coefficient into ui .
The zero-testing parameter pzt is now defined modulo N in such a way that:
4

v0 = x0 pzt mod N
satisfy:

|v0 |  N

4

∀i, vi = ui pzt mod N

(4)

|vi |  N

To give an idea of the sizes involved, size(v0 ) ≈ γ and size(vi ) ≈ γ + η for i > 0.
We refer the reader to [CLT15] for how to build such a pzt . The point is that if
e is an encoding of zero at level κ, then we have:
X
ω = epzt mod N =
ri vi + av0 mod N.
In order for this quantity to be smaller than N , the size of a must be somehow
controlled. Conversely as long as a is small enough and the noise satisfies |ri |  pi
then |ω|  N . We refer the reader to [CLT15] for an exact choice of parameters.
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Thus the size of a must be controlled. The term ax0 will be dominant in
(3) in terms of size, so decreasing a is the same as decreasing the size of the
encoding as a whole. The scheme requires a way to achieve this without altering
the encoded value (and without publishing x0 ).
(k)
For this purpose, inspired by [VDGHV10], a ladder (Xi )i≤` of encodings of
zero of increasing size is published for each level k ≤ κ. The size of an encoding e
at level k can then be reduced without altering the encoded value by recursively
subtracting from e the largest ladder element smaller than e, until e is smaller
than X0 . More precisely we can choose X0 small enough that the previous zerotesting procedure goes through, and then choose X` twice the size of X0 , so that
the product of any two encodings smaller than X0 can be reduced to an encoding
smaller than X0 . After each addition and multiplication, the size of the resulting
encoding is reduced via the ladder.
In the end, the zero-testing procedure is very similar to CLT13: given a
(ladder-reduced) level-κ encoding e, compute ω = epzt mod N . Then output 1,
meaning we expect e to encode zero, iff the ν high-order bits of ω are zero.
Extraction. The extraction procedure simply outputs the ν high-order bits of
ω, computed as above. For both CLT13 and CLT15, it can be checked that they
only depend on the mi ’s (as opposed to the noises a and the ri ’s).

4

Cheon et al.’s Attack on CLT13

In this section we provide a short description of Cheon et al.’s attack on CLT13
[CHL+ 15], as elements of this attack appear in our own. We actually present (a
close variant of) the slightly simpler version in [CGH+ 15].
Assume we have access to a level-0 encoding a of some random value, n level-1
encodings (bi ) of zero, and a level-1 encoding y of 1. This is the case for one-round
multi-party Diffie-Hellman (see previous section). Let ai = a mod pi , i.e. ai is the
i-th value “ri gi + mi ” associated with a. For i ≤ n, define ri,j = bi z/gj mod pj ,
i.e. ri,j is the j-th value “rj ” associated with bi (recall that bi is an encoding of
zero, so mj = 0). Finally let yk = yz mod pk .
Now compute:
ei,j = a · bi · bj · y κ−2 mod x0

ωi,j = ei,j pzt mod x0

e0i,j =

0
ωi,j
= e0i,j pzt mod x0

bi · bj · y κ−2 mod x0

Note that:

X  ri,k gk rj,k gk y κ−2 hk z κ
∗
k
mod
p
ak
k pk
z
z z κ−2 gk
k
X
=
ak ri,k rj,k ck
with ck = gk ykκ−2 hk p∗k .

ωi,j =

k

9

(5)

Crucially, in the second line, the modulo pk disappears and the equation holds
over the integers, because ei,j is a valid encoding of zero, so the correctness of
the scheme requires |ei,j z κ /gk mod pk |  pk .
Equation (5) may be seen as a matrix multiplication. Indeed, define Ω, resp.
0
Ω 0 , as the n × n matrix with entries ωi,j , resp. ωi,j
, and likewise R with entries
ri,j . Moreover let A, resp. C, be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ai ,
resp. ci . Then (5) may be rewritten:
Ω = R · A · C · RT
Ω 0 = R · C · RT
Ω · (Ω 0 )−1 = R · A · R−1 .
Here matrices are viewed over Q for inversion (they are invertible whp).
Once Ω · (Ω 0 )−1 has been computed, the (diagonal) entries of A can be
recovered as its eigenvalues. In practice this can be achieved by computing the
characteristic polynomial, and all computations can be performed modulo some
prime p larger than the ai ’s (which are size 2ρ).
Thus we recover the ai ’s, and by definition ai = a mod pi , so pi can be
recovered as pi = gcd(a − ai , x0 ). From there it is trivial to recover all other
secret parameters of the scheme.

5
5.1

Main Attack
On the Impact of Recovering x0

If x0 is known, CLT15 essentially collapses to CLT13. In particular, all encodings can be reduced modulo x0 so ladders are no longer needed. What is more,
all ωi,j ’s from Cheon et al.’s attack can be reduced modulo v0 = x0 pzt mod N ,
which effectively removes the new noise a. As a direct consequence Cheon et al.’s
attack goes through and all secret parameters are recovered (cf. [CLT15, Section 3.3]). Moreover ladder elements reduced by x0 provide low-level encodings
of zero even if the scheme itself does not. Also note that Cheon et al.’s attack is
quite efficient as it can be performed modulo any prime larger than the values
we are trying to recover, i.e. larger than 22ρ .
Our attack recovers x0 . As a first step, we introduce integer extraction.

5.2

Integer Extraction

Integer extraction essentially removes the extra noise induced by ladder reductions when performing computations on encodings. In addition, as we shall see
in Section 5.3, this step is enough to recover x0 when an exact multiple is known,
as is the case in the optimized variant proposed and implemented in [CLT15].
10

Integer Extraction of Level-κ Encodings of Zero. In the remainder we
(k)
say that an encoding at level k is small iff it is less than X0 in absolute value.
In particular, any ladder-reduced encoding is small.
Definition 1 (integer extraction of an encoding). Let e ∈ Z, and write:
e=

n
X

ri ui + ax0

i=1


with: ui = gi z −k (p∗i )−1 mod pi p∗i as in (3)
ri ∈ Z ∩ (−pi /2, pi /2].
Note that ri is uniquely defined as ri = egi−1 z k mod pi , and a = (e −
Hence the following map is well-defined over Z:
X
φ : e 7→
ri vi + av0

P

ri ui )/x0 .

i

with: v0 = x0 pzt mod N, and ∀i > 0, vi = ui pzt mod N as in (4).
We call φ(e) the integer extraction of e.
Remark. φ is defined over the integers, and not modulo N . Indeed the vi ’s
are seen as integers: recall from Section 2 that throughout this paper x mod N
denotes an integer in Z ∩ (−N/2, N/2].
The point is that if e is a small encoding of zero at level κ, then φ(e) = epzt
mod N . In that case φ(e) matches the extraction in the sense of the ext procedure
of Appendix A.2 (more precisely ext returns the high-order bits of φ(e)).
However we want to compute φ(e) even when e is larger. For this purpose, the
crucial point is that φ is actually Z-linear as long as for all encodings involved, the
associated ri ’s do not go over pi /2, i.e. reduction modulo pi does not interfere.
More formally:
Lemma 1. Let e, a, r1 , . . . , rn ∈ Z with −pP
i /2 < ri ≤ pi /2 such that e =
P
ri ui + ax0 as in Definition 1. Define e0 =
ri0 ui + a0 x0 in the same manner.
Let k ∈ Z.
1. If ∀i, −pi /2 < ri + ri0 ≤ pi /2, then:
2. If ∀i, −pi /2 < kri

φ(e + e0 ) = φ(e) + φ(e0 )

≤ pi /2, then:

φ(ke) = kφ(e)

An important remark is that the conditions on the ri ’s above are also required
for the correctness of the scheme to hold. In other words, as long as we perform
valid computations from the point of view of the multilinear map (i.e. there is
no reduction of the ri ’s modulo pi , and correctness holds), then the Z-linearity
of φ also holds.
Using this observation, we can recursively compute the integer extraction of
(κ)
(κ)
(κ)
every ladder element Xi . Indeed φ(X0 ) = X0 pzt mod N . Then assume we
11

(κ)

(κ)

know φ(X0 ), . . . , φ(Xi ) for some i < `. Reduce Xi+1 by the previous elements
of the ladder. We get:
4

(κ)

(κ)

Yi+1 = Xi+1 − αi Xi
with:
whence:

(κ)

− · · · − α0 X0

(κ)

|Yi+1 | < |X0 |
(κ)

φ(Xi+1 ) = φ(Yi+1 ) +

X

(κ)

αj φ(Xj )

j≤i

Since |Yi+1 | < |X0 | we can compute φ(Yi+1 ) = Yi+1 pzt mod N , and deduce
(κ)
φ(Xi+1 ).
In exactly the same manner, we can compute φ(e) for any valid level-κ encoding of zero, by first reducing via the ladder and then compensating using
Z-linearity. Here, by valid we mean of size up to X` , and such that the corresponding ri ’s are within the limit imposed by the correctness of the multilinear
map.
In Appendix B, we show how to also compensate ladder reductions at intermediate levels for any computation on encodings, e.g. compute φ(abc) for a
three-way product abc. However this will not be needed for our attack, as the
previous technique will suffice.
5.3

Recovering x0 when an Exact Multiple is Known

The authors of [CLT15] propose an optimized version of their scheme, where a
multiple qx0 of x0 is provided in the public parameters. The size of q is chosen
such that qx0 is about the same size as N . Ladders at levels below κ are no
longer necessary: every encoding can be reduced modulo qx0 without altering
encoded values or increasing any noise. The ladder at level κ is still needed as a
preliminary to zero-testing, however it does not need to go beyond qx0 , which
makes it much smaller. In the end this optimization greatly reduces the size
of the public key and speeds up computations, making the scheme much more
practical (cf. Section 5.5).
In this scenario, note that qx0 may be regarded as an encoding of 0 at level
κ (and indeed every level). Moreover by construction it is small enough to be
reduced by the ladder at level κ with a valid computation (i.e. with low enough
noise for every intermediate encoding involved that the scheme operates as desired and zero-extraction is correct). As a direct consequence we have:
φ(qx0 ) = qv0
and so we can recover q as q = gcd(qx0 , φ(qx0 )), and get x0 = qx0 /q. This attack
has been verified on the reference implementation, and recovers x0 instantly.
Remark. qv0 is larger than N by design, so that it cannot be computed
simply as qx0 pzt mod N due to modular reductions (cf. [CLT15, Section 3.4]).
The point is that our computation of φ is over the integers and not modulo N .
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5.4

Recovering x0 in the General Case

We now return to the non-optimized version of the scheme, where no exact
multiple of x0 is provided in the public parameters.
The second step of our attack recovers x0 using a matrix product similar to
Cheon et al.’s (cf. Section 4), except we start with families of n + 1 encodings
rather than n. That is, assume that for some t we have n + 1 level-t small encodings (ai ) of any value, and n + 1 level-(κ − t) small encodings (bi ) of zero. This
is easily achievable for one-round multi-party Diffie-Hellman (cf. Section A.2),
e.g. choose t = 1, then pick (n + 1) level-1 encodings (ai ) of zero from the public
parameters, and let bi = a0i y κ−2 for a0i another family of (n + 1) level-1 encodings
of zero and y any level-1 encoding, where the product is ladder-reduced at each
level. In other applications of the multilinear map, observe that ladder elements
provide plenty of small encodings of zero, as each ladder element can be reduced
by the elements below it to form a small encoding of zero. Thus the necessary
conditions to perform both our attack to recover x0 , and the follow-up attack
by Cheon et al. to recover other secret parameters once x0 is known, are very
lax. In this respect CLT15 is weaker than CLT13.
Let ai,j = ai z mod pj , i.e. ai,j is the j-th value “rj gj + mj ” associated with
ai . Likewise for i ≤ n, let ri,j = bi z κ−1 /gj mod pj , i.e. ri,j is the j-th value
“rj ” associated with bi (recall that bi is an encoding of zero, so mj = 0). Now
compute:
4

ωi,j = φ(ai bj ).
If we look at the ωi,j ’s modulo v0 (which is unknown for now), everything behaves
as in CLT13 since the new noise term av0 disappears, and the ladder reduction at
level κ is negated by the integer extraction procedure. Hence, similar to Section 4,
we have:
X
ωi,j mod v0 =
ai,k rj,k vk mod v0 .
(6)
k

Again, equation (6) may be seen as a matrix product. Indeed, define Ω as
the (n + 1) × (n + 1) integer matrix with entries ωi,j , let A be the (n + 1) × n
matrix with entries ai,j , let R be the (n + 1) × n matrix with entries ri,j , and
finally let V be the n × n diagonal matrix with diagonal entries vi . Then (6) may
be rewritten modulo v0 :
Ω = A · V · RT

in Zv0 .

Since A and R are (n + 1) × n matrices, this implies that Ω is not fullrank when embedded into Zv0 . As a consequence v0 divides det(Ω), where the
determinant is computed over the integers. Now we can build a new matrix
Ω 0 in the same way using a different choice of bi ’s, and recover v0 as v0 =
gcd(det(Ω), det(Ω 0 )). Finally we get x0 = v0 /pzt mod N (note that N  x0 by
construction).
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The attack has been verified on the reference implementation with reduced
parameters. Some implementation issues are discussed in Appendix C. In Appendix D we propose two different techniques to recover v0 while avoiding the
determinant computation step. Appendix D.2 in particular proposes a probabilistic attack quite different from our main attack.
Remark. As pointed out above, Ω cannot be full-rank when embedded into
Zv0 . Our attack also requires that it is full-rank over Q (whp). This holds because
while Ω can be nicely decomposed as a product when viewed modulo v0 , the
“remaining” part of Ω, that is Ω − (Ω mod v0 ) is the matrix of the terms av0
for each ωi,j , and the value a does have the nice structure of ωi,j mod v0 . This
is by design, since the noise a was precisely added in CLT15 in order to defeat
the matrix product structure of Cheon et al.’s attack.
5.5

Attack Complexity

It is clear that the attack is polynomial, and asymptotically breaks the scheme.
In this section we provide an estimate of its practical complexity. When an exact
multiple of x0 is known, the attack is instant as mentioned in Section 5.3, so we
focus on the general case from Section 5.4.
In the general case, a ladder of encodings of size ` ≈ γ is published at every
level3 . Using the scheme requires κ ladder reductions, i.e. κ` additions of integers
of size γ. Since there are κ users, this means the total computation incurred by
using the scheme is close to κ2 γ 2 . For the smallest 52-bit instance, this is already
≈ 246 . Thus using the scheme a hundred times is above the security parameter.
This highlights the importance of the optimization based on publishing qx0 ,
which makes the scheme much more practical. More importantly for our current
purpose, this makes it hard to propose an attack below the security parameters.
As a result, what we propose in terms of complexity evaluation is the following. For computations that compare directly to using the multilinear scheme,
we will tally the complexity as the number of operations equivalent to using
the scheme, in addition to the bit complexity. For unrelated operations, we will
count the number of bit operations as usual.
There are two steps worth considering from a complexity point of view: computing Ω and computing its determinant. In practice both steps happen to have
comparable complexity. Computing the final gcd is negligible in comparison using a subquadratic algorithm [Möl08], which is practical for our parameter size.
Computing Ω. As a precomputation, in order to compute φ, the integer extraction of ladder elements at level κ needs to be computed. This requires `
3

As the level increases, it is possible to slightly reduce the size of the ladder. Indeed
the acceptable level of noise increases with each level, up to ρf at level κ. As a
consequence it is possible to leave a small gap between ladder elements as the level
increases. For instance if the base level of noise is 2ρ for ladder elements, then at
level κ it is possible to leave a gap of roughly ρf − 2ρ − log ` bits between ladder
elements. We disregard this effect, although it slighly improves our complexity.
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integer extractions, where ` ≤ γ. Computing Ω itself requires (n + 1)2 integer
extractions of a single product. Each integer extraction requires 1 multiplication,
and 2` additions (as well as ` multiplications by small scalars). For comparison,
using the multilinear scheme for one user requires 1 multiplication and ` additions on integers of similar size. Thus overall computing Ω costs about γ + n2
times as much as simply using the multilinear scheme. For the 52-bit instance
proposed in [CLT15] for instance, this means that if it is practical to use the
scheme about a million times, then it is practical to compute Ω. Here by using
the scheme we mean one (rather than κ2 ) ladder reduction, so the bit complexity
is O(γ 3 + n2 γ 2 ).
Computing the Determinant. Let n denote the size of a matrix Ω (it is
(n + 1) in our case but we will disregard this), and β the number of bits of its
largest entry. When computing the determinant of an integer matrix, one has to
carefully control the size of the integers appearing in intermediate computations.
It is generally possible to ensure that these integers do not grow past the size
of the determinant. Using Hadamard’s bound this size can be upper bounded
as log(det(Ω)) ≤ n(β + 21 log n), which can be approximated to nβ in our case,
since β is much larger than n.4
As a result, computing the determinant using “naive” methods requires O(n3 )
e 4 β)
operations on integers of size up to nβ, which results in a complexity O(n
using fast integer multiplication (but slow matrix multiplication). The asympe ω β) [Sto05]; however we are interested in the
totic complexity is known to be O(n
complexity of practical algorithms. Computing the determinant can be reduced
to solving the linear system associated with Ω with a random target vector: indeed the determinant can then be recovered as the least common denominator of
the (rational) solution vector5 . In this context the fastest algorithms use p-adic
lifting [Dix82], and an up-to-date analysis using fast arithmetic in [MS04] gives
a complexity O(n3 β log2 β log log β) (with log n = o(β)).6
For the concrete instantiations of one-round multipartite Diffie-Hellman implemented in [CLT15], this yields the following complexities:
Security parameter:
Building Ω:
Determinant:

52
260
257

62
266
266

72
274
274

80
282
281

Thus, beside being polynomial, the attack is actually coming very close to the
security parameter as it increases to 80 bits.7
4

5
6

7

This situation is fairly unusual, and in the literature the opposite is commonly
assumed; algorithms are often optimized for large n rather than large β.
In general extra factors may appear, but this is not relevant for us.
This assumes a multitape Turing machine model, which is somewhat less powerful
than a real computer.
We may note in passing that in a random-access or log-RAM computing model
[Für14], which is more realistic than the multitape model, the estimated determinant
complexity would already be slightly lower than the security parameter.
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Short Introduction to Multilinear Maps

In this section we give a brief introduction to multilinear maps to make our article self-contained. In particular we only consider symmetric multilinear maps.
We refer the interested reader to [GGH13a, Hal15b] for a more thorough presentation.
A.1

Multilinear Maps and Graded Encoding Schemes

Cryptographic multilinear maps were introduced by Boneh and Silverberg [BS03],
as a natural generalization of bilinear maps stemming from pairings on elliptic
curves, which had found striking new applications in cryptography [Jou00, BF01,
...]. A (symmetric) multilinear map is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Multilinear Map [BS03]). Given two groups G, GT of the
same prime order, a map e : Gκ → GT is a κ-multilinear map iff it satisfies the
following two properties:
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1. for all a1 , . . . , aκ ∈ Z and x1 , . . . , xκ ∈ G,
e(xa1 1 , . . . , xaκκ ) = e(x1 , . . . , xκ )a1 ···aκ
2. if g is a generator of G, then e(g, . . . , g) is a generator of GT .
A natural special case are leveled multilinear maps:
Definition 3 (Leveled Multilinear Map [HSW13]). Given κ + 1 groups
G1 , . . . , Gκ , GT of the same prime order, and for each i ≤ κ, a generator gi ∈
Gi , a κ-leveled multilinear map is a set of bilinear maps {ei,j : Gi × Gj →
Gi+j |i, j, i + j ≤ κ} such that for all i, j with i + j ≤ κ, and all a, b ∈ Z:
ab
ei,j (gia , gjb ) = gi,j
.

Similar to public-key encryption [DH76] and identity-based cryptosystems
[Sha85], multilinear maps were originally introduced as a compelling target for
cryptographic research, without a concrete instantiation [BS03]. The first multilinear map was built ten years later in the breakthrough construction of Garg,
Gentry and Halevi [GGH13a]. More accurately, what the authors proposed was
a graded encoding scheme, and to this day all known cryptographic multilinear
maps constructions are actually variants of graded encoding schemes [Hal15b].
For this reason, and because both constructions have similar expressive power,
the term “multilinear map” is used in the literature in place of “graded encoding
scheme”, and we follow suit in this article.
Graded encoding schemes are a relaxed definition of leveled multilinear map,
where elements xai for xi ∈ Gi , a ∈ Z are no longer required to lie in a group.
Instead, they are regarded as “encodings” of a ring element a at level i, with no
assumption about the underlying structure. Formally, encodings are thus defined
(α)
as general binary strings in {0, 1}∗ . In the following definition, Si should be
regarded as the set of encodings of a ring element α at level i.
Definition 4 (Graded Encoding System [GGH13a]). A κ-graded encod(α)
ing system consists of a ring R and a system of sets S = {Si ⊂ {0, 1}∗ |α ∈
R, 0 ≤ i ≤ κ}, with the following properties:
(α)

1. For each fixed i, the sets Si are pairwise disjoint as α spans R.
2. There is an associative binary operation ‘+’ and a self-inverse unary operation ‘−’ on {0, 1}∗ such that for every α1 , α2 ∈ R, every i ≤ κ, and every
(α )
(α )
u1 ∈ Si 1 , u2 ∈ Si 2 , it holds that:
(α1 +α2 )

u1 + u2 ∈ Si

and

(−α1 )

− u1 ∈ Si

where α1 + α2 and −α1 are addition and negation in R.
3. There is an associative binary operation ‘×’ on {0, 1}∗ such that for every
(α )
α1 , α2 ∈ R, every i1 , i2 ∈ N such that i1 + i2 ≤ κ, and every u1 ∈ Si1 1 , u2 ∈
(α )

(α ·α )

1
2
Si2 2 , it holds that u1 × u2 ∈ Si1 +i
. Here α1 · α2 is the multiplication in
2
R, and i1 + i2 is the integer addition.
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Observe that a leveled multilinear map is a graded encoding system where
(α)
R = Z and, with the notation from the definitions, Si contains the single eleα
ment gi . Also note that the behavior of addition and multiplication of encodings
with respect to the levels i is the same as that of a graded ring, hence the graded
qualifier.
All known constructions of graded encoding schemes do not fully realize the
previous definition, insofar as they are “noisy”8 . That is, all encodings have a
certain amount of noise; each operation, and especially multiplication, increases
this noise; and the correctness of the scheme breaks down if the noise goes
above a certain threshold. The situation in this regard is similar to somewhat
homomorphic encryption schemes.

A.2

Multilinear Map Procedures

The exact interface offered by a multilinear map, and called upon when it is
used as a primitive in a cryptographic scheme, varies depending on the scheme.
However the core elements are the same. Below we reproduce the procedures
for manipulating encodings defined in [CLT15], which are a slight variation of
[GGH13a].
In a nutshell, the scheme relies on a trusted third party that generates the instance (and is typically no longer needed afterwards). Users of the instance (that
is, everyone but the generating trusted third party) cannot encode nor decode
arbitrary encodings: they can only combine existing encodings using addition,
negation and multiplication, and subject to the limitation that the level of an
encoding cannot exceed κ. The power of the multilinear map comes from the
zero-testing (resp. extraction) procedure, which allows users to test whether an
encoding at level κ encodes zero (resp. roughly get a λ-bit “hash” of the value
encoded by a level-κ encoding).
Here users are also given access to random level-0 encodings, and have the
ability to re-randomize encodings, as well as promote any encoding to a higherlevel encoding of the same element. These last functionalities are tailored towards
the application of multilinear maps to one-round multi-party Diffie-Hellman. In
general different applications of multilinear map require different subsets of the
procedures below, and sometimes variants of them.
instGen(1λ , 1κ ): the randomized instance procedure takes as input the security
parameter λ, the multilinearity level κ, and outputs the public parameters
(pp, pzt ), where pp is a description of a κ-graded encoding system as above,
and pzt is a zero-test parameter (see below).
samp(pp): the randomized sampling procedure takes as input the public param(α)
eters pp and outputs a level-0 encoding u ∈ S0 for a nearly uniform α ∈ R.
8

In fact the question of achieving the functionality of multilinear maps without noise
may be regarded as an important open problem [Zim15].
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enc(pp, i, u): the possibly randomized encoding procedure takes as input the
public parameters pp, a level i ≤ κ, and a level-0 encoding u ∈ S0α for some
(α)
α ∈ R, and outputs a level-i encoding u0 ∈ Si .
reRand(pp, i, u): the randomized rerandomization procedure takes as input the
public parameters pp, a level i ≤ κ, and a level-i encoding u ∈ Siα for some
(α)
α ∈ R, and outputs another level-i encoding u0 ∈ Si of the same α, such
(α)
that for any u1 , u2 ∈ Si , the output distributions of reRand(pp, i, u1 ) and
reRand(pp, i, u2 ) are nearly the same.
neg(pp, u): the negation procedure is deterministic and that takes as input the
(α)
public parameters pp, and a level-i encoding u ∈ Si for some α ∈ R, and
(−α)
outputs a level-i encoding u0 ∈ Si
.
add(pp, u1 , u2 ): the addition procedure is deterministic and takes as input the
(α )
(α )
public parameters pp, two level-i encodings u1 ∈ Si 1 , u2 ∈ Si 2 for some
(α
+α
)
α1 , α2 ∈ R, and outputs a level-i encoding u0 ∈ Si 1 2 .
mult(pp, u1 , u2 ): the multiplication procedure is deterministic and takes as input
(α )
(α )
the public parameters pp, two encodings u1 ∈ Si 1 , u2 ∈ Sj 2 of some
α1 , α2 ∈ R at levels i and j such that i + j ≤ κ, and outputs a level-(i + j)
(α ·α )
encoding u0 ∈ Si+j1 2 .
isZero(pp, u): the zero-testing procedure is deterministic and takes as input the
(α)
public parameters pp, and an encoding u ∈ Sκ of some α ∈ R at the maximum level κ, and outputs 1 if α = 0, 0 otherwise, with negligible probability
(α)
of error (over the choice of u ∈ Sκ ).
ext(pp, pzt , u): the extraction procedure is deterministic and takes as input the
(α)
public parameters pp, the zero-test parameter pzt , and an encoding u ∈ Sκ
of some α ∈ R at the maximum level κ, and outputs a λ-bit string s such
that:
(α)
1. For α ∈ R and u1 , u2 ∈ Sκ , ext(pp, pzt , u1 ) = ext(pp, pzt , u2 ).
(α)

2. The distribution {ext(pp, pzt , v)|α ← R, v ∈ Sκ } is nearly uniform over
{0, 1}λ .

B

Integer Extraction of Products

Using Section 5.2, if a, b are two small encodings at levels s and κ−s respectively,
and b encodes zero, we know how to compute φ(ab), because the size of ab is at
most that of X` .
We now consider larger products. Let a1 , . . . , am , be small encodings at level
4 P
s1 , . . . , sm , with tj = i≤j si , tm = κ, and with am an encoding of zero. We
would like to compute φ(a1 · · · am ). Note that a1 · · · am may be much larger than
(κ)
X` in the absence of ladder reduction, so our previous technique is not enough.
4
Instead, a valid computation is to compute the product π = a1 · · · am pairwise
4
from the left, and reduce at each step. That is, let π1 = a1 , and recursively define
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4

the ladder-reduced partial product πi+1 = πi ai+1 −

P

(ti+1 )

j

αji+1 Xi

(t

< X0 i+1

)

(κ)

for i < m. Thus πm < X0 encodes the same element as π, and φ(πm ) =
πm pzt mod N . In order to compute φ(π), observe:
π=
+



(a1 a2 −
X X

2≤k≤m

X
(k)

(2)

(t2 )

αi Xi
(tk )

αi Xi


X (m) (κ)
X

(t
)
αi Xi
) . . . am−1 −
αim−1 Xi m−1 am −

ak+1 · · · am

i

Hence:
φ(a1 · · · am ) = φ(πm ) +

X X
2≤k≤m

(k)

(tk )

αi φ(Xi

ak+1 · · · am )

i

In the above equation, φ(πm ) is known since πm is small, so we are reducing
the computation of a product π of m elements to a sum of products of m − 1
(t )
elements, of the form Xi k ak+1 · · · am . As mentioned earlier we already know
how to compute φ for products of 2 small elements, so by induction we are done.
To be more precise, the induction is carried out on the hypothesis: we know
how to compute φ for products of up to m small encodings (with the last being an
encoding of zero so that the overall product encodes zero). In order to apply the
(t )
(t )
induction hypothesis on Xi k ak+1 · · · am , the term Xi k would need to be small,
which is not the case. However it can be reduced by previous ladder elements,
(t )
(t )
(t )
i.e. first compute X0 k ak+1 · · · am , then define Y1 = X1 k − α0 X0tk < X0 k ,
(tk )
whence φ(X1 ak+1 · · · am ) = φ(Y1 ak+1 · · · am ) + α0 φ(X0tk ak+1 · · · am ), and so
forth as in the previous section. Thus the induction goes through and we know
how to compute φ(π).
All in all, while the above formalism may obfuscate the process somewhat,
the idea is simple: φ is (Z-)linear as long as we are performing valid computations
from the point of view of the scheme. As a consequence every ladder reduction
involved during a computation can be compensated for at its last stage, when
the level-κ encoding is multiplied by the zero-testing parameter. The payback is
that we will be able to ignore ladder reductions in the rest of the attack.
Remark. While the above reasoning is concerned with products only, ladder
reductions coming from additions can also be compensated in a similar way. In
summary, we can actually compute φ(F (a1 , . . . , an )) for any computation F on
encodings ai , as long as the computation is valid for the scheme itself (i.e. noises
are within acceptable bounds for the correcntess of the multilinear map to hold).
A note on complexity. It may seem that computing φ(a1 · · · am ) using the
previous approach has a huge complexity, but actually most of the computation
(t )
overlaps. In fact we only ever need to compute the φ(Xi k ak+1 · · · am )’s for each
i, k. Memorizing intermediate results yields a complexity in `m, where ` is the
size of the longest ladder. The time required for each term is quite close to using
the multi-party Diffie-Hellman scheme.
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C

Implementation Issues

An implementation of a 7-party Diffie-Hellman key exchange based on CLT15
was published by its authors. Its aim was to evaluate the practical efficiency of
the scheme. In this respect it fully achieves its goal. However it suffers from a
few security issues. We point them out briefly here, because they actually affect
our attack.
The underlying issue is very simple, namely the product of two n-bit numbers
can be (2n − 1)-bit long instead of 2n-bit long. However the implementation
always assumes the latter. Moreover primes pi are not actually prime; instead
they are generated as a product of smaller primes. This in itself may not be a
problem, but combined with Q
the previous issue this means that some pi ’s are
slightly too small, and x0 = pi is a few hundred bits short. This has several
notable effects.
– First, qx0 pzt mod N = qv0 without the need for integer extraction, because
qv0 is smaller than N .
– Second and more subtly, during instance generation, computing pzt relies
on finding a short vector in a 2-dimensional lattice. It so happens that if pi
is slightly too small, it is itself (the first coordinate of) the shortest vector.
This results in the second coordinate, βi in the notation of [CLT15], being
too small. This has about 40% chance of happening. For such a pi , let us call
the corresponding index i a bad index. For bad indices, due to βi being too
small, the i-th component of messages never actually influences the highorder bits of epzt mod N , i.e. they have no impact on either zero-testing or
extraction. The effective message space is thus significantly reduced.
Q
– Let B denote the set of bad indices, and b = B pi . Then the “effective”
set of pi ’s is those not in B, since the others have no influence. Likewise the
effective x0 is x0 /b, and the effective q is qb. When we carry out our attack
and compute gcd(qx0 , φ(qx0 )), we find qb instead of q. After correcting the
issue of course we find q as expected.
Remark. None of this has any impact on the performance of the scheme
however, which was the point of the implementation.

D

Recovering x0 without Computing a Determinant

In this section we describe two alternate approaches to recovering x0 in the
general case. The first approach is very similar to our main attack, and simply replaces the determinant computation with solving a rational system. The
complexity is essentially equivalent.
The second approach is quite different. It relies on finding and exploiting divisors of v0 . The attack is probabilistic in the sense that it works on roughly 90%
of instances: the probabilistic aspect is purely dependent on instance generation.
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D.1

First approach: Rational System Solving

As mentioned earlier, this approach is very similar to our main attack. We begin
by computing matrices Ω, Ω 0 exactly as in Section 5.4. From there recovering
v0 can be roughly modeled as the following problem:
Problem 1. Let n, β, v be positive integers, with v  β. Let A, B be two integer
matrices chosen uniformly at random among (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices with the
following properties:
1. All entries are in Z ∩ [−2β , 2β ]
2. A, B are full-rank.
3. A, B are rank n when embedded into Zv .
The problem is to find (the largest possible) v given A and B.
Remark. As it it stated above, the problem provides two matrices A, B
satisfying the three conditions. However the problem makes sense even with just
one such matrix.
In our main attack, we solve this problem by observing v| det(A), so v =
gcd(det(A), det(B)). However it is not clear that this is the best approach. We
think that this is an interesting problem and there may be more efficient solutions.
In this section we will simply sketch another solution based on solving a rational system, whose complexity is essentially the same as computing a determinant
in our main attack.
Decompose A as a block matrix in the following way:


A=



A0
c

b


d

In this representation, A0 is the submatrix containing the first n rows and
columns of A, and b, c, d are respectively n × 1, 1 × n and 1 × 1 matrices. Whp A0
is invertible both over Zv and over Q. Then over Zv we have c(A0 )−1 b = d since
A is not full-rank. Hence if we compute d0 = c(A0 )−1 b over the rationals, then
d−d0 mod v = 0. If we write d0 = p/q with p, q coprime integers, this means that
v|qd − p. We can repeat this process with B (or using another decomposition of
A), and recover v as the gcd of qd − p computed as above for each matrix.
The complexity of this method is essentially the same as that of a determinant, because it amounts to solving a rational system, namely A0 x = b, which is
also the bottleneck for the most efficient determinant algorithms. Thus the real
challenge would be to solve Problem 1 without somehow resorting to solving a
rational system with parameters close to those of A.
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D.2

Second Approach: Probabilistic Algorithm

If we try to apply Cheon et al.’s attack directly to CLT15, there are two obstacles:
ladder reductions, and the noise term av0 . Using integer extraction, the effect
of ladder reductions is negated. Then, if v0 is somehow recovered, Cheon et
al.’s attack can be applied modulo v0 , since this makes the term av0 disappear.
However the same is true for any divisor π of v0 .
Based on this idea our second approach proceeds in two steps: first, we find a
prime π|v0 . Second, we exploit π to recover all secret parameters using a variant
of Cheon et al.’s attack, modulo increasing powers of π.
Step 1: Finding π. Observe that v0 has no reason to be prime. In fact, it is
defined as a large sum of various parameters with no common denominator, and
heuristically we expect it to behave like a uniformly random number modulo π
for any sufficiently small π (e.g. π  2γ ). In particular, choose some bound b
and define:
Y
4
B(b) =
p
p∈P,p<b
4

p(b) = Pr[x ←$ Z ∩ [0, B(b)] : ∃p ∈ P, p < b, p|x]
where P denotes the set of prime numbers. Then as long as B(b)  v0 we expect
that the probability that some prime π < b divides v0 is very close to p(b).
If we take e.g. b = 100 then already p(b) ≈ 0.88. In general Merten’s third
theorem provides an asymptotic formula which is quite tight for our purpose:
1 − p(b) ∼

e−γ
ln b

where γ ≈ 0.58 is Euler’s constant, and ln() denotes the natural logarithm.
We could simply try to guess π and carry out the rest of the attack. However
a better method in order to find π < b, π|v0 , is to compute a matrix Ω and its determinant as in Section 5.4, except all computations are carried out modulo B(b).
Thus determinant computation in particular is much cheaper (for a reasonable
choice of b). Once we know det(Ω) mod B(b), we can check whether p| det(Ω)
for each prime p < b. If so then with high probability p|v0 . False positives can
be eliminated by repeating this process a few times. The overall probability of
success is p(b).
Step 2: Rationale. Before presenting the attack itself, we highlight the main
ideas. At this point we know some small π|v0 . This means we can reduce every
equation modulo π and perform Cheon et al.’s attack. Thus for some level-0
4
encodings ci = CRT(pj ) (ci,j ) we can recover the ci,j ’s modulo π. We want to
recover the ci,j ’s in their entirety.
However we are only able to recover secret information modulo π. If we
consider, say, the ci,j ’s as integers in base π, a natural idea in order to recover
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the next digit of the ci,j ’s is to somehow divide them by π, in order to shift
the second digit into the first position. Thus we create a linear combination
4
d = CRT(pj ) (dj ) of the encodings ci such that dj mod π = 0. Then we divide d
by π over the integers and apply Cheon et al.’s attack. In the end we find some
linear information on the ci,j ’s modulo π 2 .
We could repeat this process for increasing powers of π. However we only
recover information on some linear combinations of the ci ’s, and the size of these
linear combinations increases as we go on. Moreover we would lose n degrees of
freedom at each step, which implies we would need a large number of ci ’s at the
start, which the scheme may not provide.
Instead, we use a second idea, which is to recover information modulo π not
immediately on the ci ’s, but on their pairwise products. This gives us much more
information, which makes it possible to recover information modulo π m on the
ci,j ’s themselves, and not just a subspace of codimension n spanned by some
linear combinations. As a result the number of ci ’s required does not grow with
the number of induction steps.
We now move on to the actual attack.
√
Step 2.1: Computing the Matrices Ωx,y . Let α = d 2n + 1e, and pick:
4

ai = CRT(pj ) (ai,j /z t )
: a sequence of n encodings at some level t.
4
bi = CRT(pj ) (bi,j gj /z κ−t ) : a sequence of n encodings of zero at level κ − t.
4
cx = CRT(pj ) (cx,j )
: a sequence of α encodings at level 0.
Now define:
Ω : the n × n integer matrix with entries φ(ai bj ).
Ωx,y : the n × n integer matrix with entries φ(cx cy ai bj ).
4
0
Ωx,y
= Ωx,y Ω −1 over the rationals.
That is, we compute the matrix from Cheon et al.’s attack for all encodings
0
is viewed modulo π, its eigenvalues are the cx,i cy,i ’s modulo
cx cy . When Ωx,y
π as in Section 4 (this assumes Ω is invertible modulo π, which holds whp). In
particular this enables us to recover the cx,i ’s modulo π.
Step 2.2: Main Induction. Assume we know all cx,i ’s modulo π m for some
m > 0. We want to recover the cx,i ’s modulo π m+1 . To this end, decompose cx,i
as:
cx,i = c0x,i π m + c00x,i , with |c00x,i | < π m
So far we know c00x,i , and we are looking for c0x,i mod π.
Because there are α2 > 2n + 1 encodings cx cy , we can create n + 1 linear
combinations:
X
4
(k)
m
m
dk =
λ(k)
x,y cx cy , with λx,y ∈ Z ∩ (−π /2, π /2], for k ≤ n + 1
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P (k)
4
such that if we let dk,i = dk mod pi =
λx,y cx,i cy,i be the i-th component of
the encoding dk , then dk,i mod π m = 0.
In addition, spending one more degree of freedom, we can create n linear
combinations of the dk ’s that are zero modulo π m . Without loss of generality,
we assume dk mod π m = 0 for k ≤ n. We now restrict our attention to the first
n dk ’s.
4
4
Let d0k = dk /π m , where the division is exact over the integers. Then d0k,i =
0
m+1
dk mod pi , when regarded modulo π
, satisfies:
1 X (k)
λx,y cx,i cy,i
πm
X
1
0
m
00
0
m
00
λ(k)
= m
x,y (cx,i π + cx,i )(cy,i π + cy,i )
π
X
1 X (k) 00 00
0
00
00 0
λx,y cx,i cy,i
=
λ(k)
x,y (cx,i cy,i + cx,i cy,i ) + m
π

d0k,i =

(k)

where the last division is exact by construction of the λx,y ’s.
Recall that the c00x,i ’s are known by induction hypothesis, so what knowledge
of the d0k,i ’s really gives us is n linear equations over the c0x,i ’s (and c0y,i ’s). Hence
whp knowing the d0k,i ’s modulo π allows us to recover the c0x,i ’s modulo π we are
looking for.
Thus the induction comes down to recovering the d0k,i ’s modulo π. Observe
that the d0k ’s are valid encodings at level 0. Moreover if we apply Cheon et al.’s
attack modulo π on the d0k ’s, then due to the Z-linearity of φ, the associated
P (k) 0
matrix will be π1m
λx,y Ωx,y . Thus in the end the d0k,i ’s modulo π are the
P
(k) 0
1
eigenvalues of πm
λx,y Ωx,y modulo π,9 and we are done.
Final Step. Once π m > cx,i , i.e. m > 2ρ/ log π, we know cx,i . Then pi |cx − cx,i
and we can recover pi e.g. as gcd(c1 − c1,i , c2 − c2,i ). From there all other secret
parameters of the scheme are easily computed.
Noise Growth. In its application to multipartite Diffie-Hellman, the multilinear map needs to support multiplication of one level-0 encoding with κ level-1
encodings. The noise of the final encoding at level κ (by which we mean the size
of its value modulo pi ) will be close to 2ρ(κ + 1). Meanwhile our attack induces
a noise at level κ equivalent to multiplying three level-0 encodings: namely cx ,
(k)
cy and multiplication by λx,y ; with an encoding at level t and another at level
κ − t. By using ladder elements as encodings, the resulting noise will be close to
2ρ · 5. Thus the attack is applicable for κ ≥ 4.
P (k) 0
9
1
The matrix M = πm
λx,y Ωx,y may seem ill-defined modulo π due to the division
by π m . However the division is over the rationals before embedding
into Zπ , and it
P (k)
is exact on the numerator of each entry. Indeed M = ( π1m
λx,y Ωx,y )Ω −1 , and the
sum on the left-hand side yields an integer matrix, where each element is an image
by φ of some product d0k ai bj , by construction of the λ’s and by Z-linearity. Thus all
we ever need is for the single matrix Ω to be invertible modulo π.
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Complexity. It is clear that the attack is polynomial. We provide a quick look
at its complexity. The main steps of the attack are as follows. We can choose
e.g. b = 100 as this already ensures a high probability of success.
1. Step 1: Finding π. This step is similar to our main attack, except the determinant computation is much cheaper, as it is performed modulo B(b).
4
If we let β = log B(b) then the complexity given in Section 5.5 yields
2
3
O(n β log β log log β). For b = 100, β ≈ 121, and this step will be negligible relative to the next ones.
2. Step 2.1: Computing the Matrices Ωx,y . This requires α2 n2 ≈ n3 calls to
φ for a four-way product. This is more or less equivalent to using the scheme
n3 γ times. For the smallest instance implemented in [CLT15], n3 γ ≈ 247 .
3. Step 2.2: Main Induction: We repeat the induction m ≈ 2ρ/ log(π) times.
Each induction step involves:
(a) Inverting a matrix of dimension n with entries of size up to 2ρ. This can
be evaluated to O(n3 ρ log ρ log log ρ) bit operations.
0
(b) Recovering the eigenvalues of (a linear combination over Q of) Ωx,y
’s
3
modulo π. Since π is quite small, this essentially costs n operations,
which is negligible (moreover the eigenvectors are always the same, and
can be recovered once for a further speedup).
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